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(Skype 8.29.0.50).rar . A: My
general rule of thumb is to not mess
with the part of the disk that the OS

loads from - especially if it's a
working machine. You can basically
overwrite it to your heart's content -
perhaps the disk won't boot, but that

doesn't matter as long as the stuff
you put there is not the OS's

bootloader. Backup all the existing
data that's on the disk. Erase the
disk (if you want). Insert the disk
into the other PC. Rescue the file
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you want and transfer it back.
Check your backup plan. I'm

assuming you've got it covered, but
you say you lost the machine that
contains the disk. This is a risky
move for you, because you are

transferring a vulnerable component
of the computer to a working

computer. If you screw it up and
break something, or if you make a
mistake and cause your working
computer to break, you're out of

luck. Good luck! A: If the laptop is
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already broken, then trying to boot
it with a different OS won't help.

All you need to do is fix the broken
laptop. However, if the laptop is

still working, then the safest way to
get the OS back is to use a live CD

of a working Linux distribution.
You can use gparted to create a live
CD disk from the broken hard disk.

It is a non-destructive way of
restoring the operating system, just
make sure that you tell the live CD
to not try and boot the disk. Once
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you boot the live CD, you should
see the operating system installed in

the hard disk. You can install any
OS to the broken disk using

gparted, just make sure to install the
OS to the 3e33713323
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